DAMMIT JIM, I'M A DOCTOR
From "BOLDLY GO!"
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Deliberately ($d = 86$)

MCCOY

I am not the Captain of this star-ship

MCCOY: Dammit, Jim-

Piano

or its Science Officer. I'm not an astrophysicist or

M.

Pno.

Slightly picking up the pace

M.

Pno.

an-ti-matter con-nois-sour. I don't get warp drive physics or transpor-ter com-pen-sa-tors and I'm
not a subspace monitor or alien translator. No, I'm not a random red-shirt or se-

curiosity tactician and I'm not a helmsman or lieutenant, but as the phys-

Continuing to pick up speed

starship it's my duty to alert you to the danger 'cause the radiation up ahead could
Full speed ahead! ($J = 160$)

make for a game-changer.

Jim, you know I'm not an engineer or

moon-shuttle conductor, not a botanist, historian, or memory chip inductor and I'm

not an escalator, or a door-stop, or a battery, and good thing you don't compliment, 'cause